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Galaxy star formation activity

Haines+2015



Structure & evolution of the 
cosmic web

Sousbie+2009 Hydrangea, Bahé+2022



Where do galaxies stop forming stars?

Sousbie+2009



Origin of SF quenching

These features
are driven by physical 
processes in the gas that 
fuels star formation 
(Schruba et al. 2011, AJ, 142,37).

There are goods reasons to
concentrate on H2



Environmental  impact in clusters
The impact of high density environments is documented 

Van Gorkom



Filaments around the Virgo cluster

•100deg < RA < 280deg and −35deg < Dec < 75deg
• VH < 3300 km s−1 

12 virial radii 

integrated CO  &  HI 

IRAM-30m  (163/245 sources) 
Nançay (69)/ Literature 

 Stellar masses: 109 M⊙ to1011 M⊙

Unique sample  of ~7000 galaxies 

New datasets 

Castignani+2022



Plethora of multi-wavelength  information,  constraining the galaxy physical 
condition, as well as precise view of the morphological structures 

Filaments around the Virgo cluster



SFR, Mass, Morphology, density, distance to the filament spines

Density Distance to spline

Castignani+2022



Local density

HI mass

clusterisolation

Gas content

H2 mass

Local density
Castignani+2022



HI def

H2 def

Gas deficiency

clusterisolation

Local density
Castignani+2022



Status

• Clear trends from isolation to dense environments: change in morphologies, gas (HI & H2) 
content, star formation activity

• Density is not the only driver : large scale structures do impact galaxy properties,  possibly as a 
consequence of the build-up of the cosmic web with time.

• Identifying physical processes at play requires spatial resolution



Filaments around the Virgo cluster MeerKAT 

Looking  for evidence of: 

• shocks due to ram-pressure, tidal interactions, 
and subsequent perturbations, as well as 
asymmetries in the main bodies of the galaxies. 
(HR - 9 arcsec beam)

• tails due to gas swept out by the filament or 
intra-group hot wind, or tidal tails in the 
outskirts of galaxies.

includes 1.4 GHz radio continuum star 
formation rate

expectation:  ≳ NHI ∼ 2 x1020 atoms/cm2  

5 hours @ 3σ with 9arcsec (~0.9 kpc)  22km/s line width, 0.22mJy/bm 
      Smoothing the data to ~90 arcsec (9 kpc) …. NHI ∼ 1 x1018 atoms/cm2  

High spatial resolution view of the gas  



Filaments around the Virgo cluster MeerKAT 



Filaments around the Virgo cluster









A variety of cases:                     interactions in groups

HI g-band



A variety of cases:              ram-pressure stripping



Reaching higher redshift: The  Saraswati supercluster

Bagchi et al. 2017

30 MeerKAT pointings -  include several clusters. 
Radio data in conjunction with optical surveys, both photometric and
spectroscopic to provide a detailed characterization of this supercluster 
region through the mapping and study of the galaxy populations.



Prospects with SKA:   Evolution of the gas filaments 

and their connection with galaxy evolution



Prospects with SKA:   Evolution of the gas filaments 

and their connection with galaxy evolution



Large range of mean signals 

Most of the low density gas at brightness temperatures 
𝜹T∼ 10−7 K, i.e., HI column density of ∼ 2−5×1013cm−2 for a 
100 km s−1 velocity width. 

Prospects with SKA1-mid & SKA2:   Evolution of the gas filaments 

and their connection with galaxy evolution

Kooistra+2019  … predictions z~0.1



TNG300-1 hydro-dynamical simulation @ redshift z = 0.
Filaments are essentially dominated by gas in the warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM), which accounts for 
more than 80% of the baryon budget at r ∼ 1 Mpc, Tcore = 4−13 × 105 K
Pressure at cores of filaments is on average Pcore = 4−12 × 10−7 keV.cm−3, which is ∼1000 times lower than 
pressure measured in observed clusters.

Gas phases of cosmic filaments

Galárraga-Espinosa+2020



Prospects with SKA1-mid & SKA2:   Evolution of the gas filaments 

and their connection with galaxy evolution

opens an avenue to improving our understanding 
on  how galaxies fuel and quench their star formation activity

in a multi-wavelength approach


